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TOP 2020 CALIFORNIA TRADE  
SECRETS DECISIONS
By Tyler M. Paetkau

Despite the raging pandemic, 
2020 produced several important 
trade secrets decisions by 
California courts, including the 
following (selective and subjective) 
“top,” caes in chronological order:

AGREEMENT NOT TO COMPETE 
WITH EMPLOYER WHILE STILL 
EMPLOYED IS ENFORCEABLE

Techno Lite, Inc. v. Emcod, LLC, 
44 Cal. App. 5th 462 (2020)

Techno Lite employees 
entered into an agreement not 
to compete with their employer 
while they were still employed 
by that company. Later, Techno 
Lite sued plaintiffs for “siphoning 
off accounts” and “diverting the 
business” of Techno Lite to their 
own company, Emcod. Techno 
Lite sued its former employees and 
their new company, alleging breach 
of fiduciary duty, interference 
with contractual relationships, 
intentional and negligent interfer-
ence with economic advantage, 
conversion, fraud and unfair 
competition. The trial court found 
in favor of Techno Lite on the 
interference, fraud and unfair 
competition claims. The Court of 
Appeal affirmed, holding that a 
promise not to compete with an 
employer while employed is not 
void under Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code 
§ 16600. Therefore, the employees 
were properly found liable for 
fraud based upon a false promise.

The lesson from Techno Lite 
is that section 16600 does not 

invalidate contractual covenants 
and promises by current employees 
not to compete.

TERMINATING SANCTIONS WARRANTED 
FOR TRADE SECRET DEFENDANTS’ 

SPOLIATION OF RELEVANT EVIDENCE
WeRide Corp. v. Huang, No. 

5:18-CV-07233-EJD, 2020 WL 
1967209 (N.D. Cal. April 16, 2020)

WeRide sued its former CEO 
and former Head of Hardware 
Technology, their new company 
AllRide, and its corporate alter-ego 
for trade secret misappropriation 
under the federal Defend Trade 
Secrets Act (18 U.S.C. § 1836) and 
California’s Uniform Trade Secrets 
Act (Cal. Civ. Code § 3426 et seq.) 
arising out of the alleged misap-
propriation of WeRide’s trade 
secret source code. Based on the 
former CEO’s alleged false and 
damaging statements to WeRide’s 
investors and potential investors, 
WeRide sued him for defamation 
and intentional interference with 
prospective economic advantage. 
WeRide also sued the former 
CEO for breach of contract and 
intentional interference with 
contract. WeRide sued the former 
Technology Head for breach of 
fiduciary duty and duty of loyalty, 
and breach of contract arising 
from his alleged theft of source 
code and other confidential 
material belonging to WeRide, 
and from his alleged solicitation of 
WeRide employees to join AllRide. 
WeRide sued AllRide and its alter 
ego for actual fraudulent transfer 

(Cal. Civ. Code § 3439.04(a)(1)), 
constructive fraudulent transfer 
(Cal. Civ. Code §§ 3439.04(a)(2) 
and 3439.05), and common law 
fraudulent conveyance stemming 
from AllRide’s alleged fraudulent 
transfer of its business.

U.S. District Judge Edward J. 
Davila’s lengthy opinion discussed 
remarkable and abundant evidence 
of the defendants’ spoliation of 
relevant evidence.

J u d ge  D av i l a  i s s u e d 
terminating sanctions under 
Rule 37(b) and Rule 37(e), making 
it unnecessary to resolve the 
parties’ dispute whether the court 
had inherent authority to grant 
WeRide’s sanctions motion. Rule 
37(b) provides that a court may 
sanction a party for failure to 
comply with a court order. Rule 
37(e) allows for sanctions where 
a party fails to preserve elec-
tronically stored information (ESI). 
Under Rule 37(b), district courts 
should consider “(1) the public’s 
interest in expeditious resolution 
of litigation; (2) the court’s need 
to manage its dockets; (3) the risk 
of prejudice to the party seeking 
sanctions; (4) the public policy 
favoring disposition of cases on 
their merits; and (5) the availability 
of less drastic sanctions.” Leon v. 
IDX Sys. Corp., 464 F.3d 951, 958 
(9th Cir. 2006) (quotation and 
citation omitted.

The parties disputed whether 
WeRide must meet the prepon-
derance of evidence standard or 
the clear and convincing evidence 
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standard for terminating sanctions. 
Judge Davila found that the lower 
preponderance standard applied.

Judge Davila issued terminating 
sanctions against AllRide under 
both Rule 37(b) and Rule 37(e) 
(ESI), noting that the “[t]he case 
against AllRide [was] even more 
damning under Rule 37(e).” The 
Court ordered that defendants 
to pay WeRide’s reasonable fees 
and costs incurred in connection 
with (i) the motion for terminating 
sanctions; (ii) all discovery related 
to their spoliation of evidence; and 
(iii) the discovery motion practice 
before another judge. In addition, 
the Court struck the defendants’ 
answers and directed the clerk to 
enter their default.

WeRide underscores the 
importance and value of promptly 
and thoroughly preserving all 
potentially relevant evidence, 
including all electronic evidence, 
source code, laptops, etc. 
Employers should consider 
retaining experienced forensics 
consultants to comply with these 
legal and practical duties, and 
implement litigation holds and 
evidence preservation protocols 
in case of suspected or threatened 
trade secret misappropriation.

EMPLOYEES’ ALLEGED THEFT OF 
TRADE SECRETS INSUFFICIENT TO 

ESTABLISH THEIR NEW EMPLOYER’S 
LIABILITY FOR MISAPPROPRIATION 

OF THOSE SECRETS
Hooked Media Group, Inc. v. 

Apple Inc., 55 Cal. App. 5th 323 
(2020)

Hooked Media, a startup 
company that Apple expressed 
interest in acquiring, sued Apple 
after Apple passed on the deal 
but three of Hooked’s most 
important employees (including 
two engineers and the Chief 
Technical Officer) left to work for 
Apple. Hooked sued for fraud, 
misappropriation of trade secrets, 
interference with contract, and 

related claims. The trial court 
granted summary judgment to 
Apple, and the Court of Appeal 
affirmed, holding that the fraud 
claim failed because the alleged 
misrepresentations by Apple 
all involved future events, not 
past or existing facts. As for the 
trade secrets claim, the Court 
held that evidence that the 
former employees may have had 
protected information in their 
possession is not sufficient to 
establish that Apple improperly 
acquired or used it. Further, just 
because there was evidence 
suggesting that the former 
engineers “drew on knowledge 
and skills they gained from 
Hooked to develop a product 
for [Apple]” does not mean 
there was a misappropriation of 
trade secrets, citing California’s 
rejection of the “inevitable 
disclosure” doctrine. Nor did 
Apple’s production of Hooked’s 
trade secret information in 
response to discovery requests 
show that Apple acquired trade 
secrets by improper means. 
Finally, the Court held that “Cali-
fornia’s emphasis on employee 
mobility and freedom to compete 
counsels against a finding that 
the CTO’s self-serving efforts to 
land a position with Apple were a 
breach of fiduciary duty.”

The Court of Appeal also 
gave short shrift to another 
category of claimed trade secret 
information–the makeup and skills 
of its engineering team–“there is 
no evidence of Hooked making 
reasonable efforts to maintain 
the secrecy of the information, 
as required for a claim under the 
UTSA.” “To the contrary, it inten-
tionally disclosed much of the 
information in negotiations with 
Apple even after Apple declined to 
sign a nondisclosure agreement.”

Finally, but importantly, the 
Court of Appeal affirmed the trial 
court’s summary judgment on 

Hooked’s claim that Apple “aided 
and abetted” Hooked’s former 
CTO’s breach of fiduciary duty.

The lesson from Hooked Media 
v. Apple is that mere possession of 
a former employer’s trade secrets 
does not constitute improper use 
or disclosure by the employees’ 
new employer. Plaintiffs alleging 
trade secret appropriations must 
have admissible evidence and 
cannot rely on a legal theory 
that sounds a lot like the rejected 
inevitable disclosure doctrine.

EDWARDS v. ARTHUR ANDERSEN 
LLP DOES NOT EXTEND BEYOND 

THE EMPLOYMENT CONTEXT
Ixchel Pharma v. Biogen, 9 Cal. 

5th 1130 (2020)
The plaintiff, Ixchel, had an 

at-will contract with a non-party 
to develop a drug based on a 
certain active ingredient. The 
defendant, Biogen, reached its 
own deal with that non-party 
to settle patent disputes and 
to license the same active 
ingredient, requiring that the 
at-will contract with the plaintiff 
be terminated. Ixchel sued Biogen 
in federal court for tortious 
interference with contract , 
arguing that Biogen’s agreement 
violated a California statute 
barring contract provisions that 
restrain any trade or profession. 
The Ninth Circuit certified 
the matter to the Supreme 
Court of California. Clearing up 
uncertainty in California law, 
a unanimous Supreme Court 
held that (1) to state a claim for 
tortious interference with an 
at-will contract, a plaintiff must 
plead and prove an independently 
wrongful act, beyond interfering 
with the contract itself; and (2) 
California’s statutory prohibition 
on contract provisions restraining 
trade (Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code 
§ 16600)—when applied to one 
business restraining another—is 
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subject to the same rule of reason 
analysis prescribed by antitrust 
common law.

Ixchel advocated for the per 
se rule applied in the employment 
context by the Supreme Court 
of California in Edwards v. Arthur 
Andersen LLP, 44 Cal. 4th 937 
(2008). The defendant argued that 
the common law rule of reason 
should apply in the commercial 
context. The Supreme Court 
had never specifically addressed 
the standard to be applied to 
contracts that restrain a business 
from pursuing a trade or business. 
After a lengthy analysis, the Court 
concluded that a contractual 
restraint of one business from 
engaging in lawful business or 
trade with another business must 
be analyzed under the common 
law rule of reason. The Court 
did not decide whether the 
specific non-compete prohibition 
in Ixchel  was reasonable. 
Therefore, trial courts have the 
responsibility to determine what 
restraints are deemed reasonable 
and will be enforceable in a 
commercial setting.

After a lengthy analysis of 
the development of the law, the 
Court concluded that in light of 
the potential pro-competitive 
effects of contractual restraints 
on businesses entering a business 
or trade, a contractual restraint 
of one business from engaging 
in lawful business or trade with 
another business must be analyzed 
under the rule of reason for claims 
arising under section 16600. 

The lesson from Ixchel is that 
contracts between businesses are 
subject to the common law rule of 
reason, whereas post-employment 
restrictions remain subject to the 
per se rule of invalidity announced 
in Edwards v. Arthur Andersen.2

ATTORNEY FEES BELONG TO THE 
ATTORNEYS WHO DEFENDED BAD 

FAITH TRADE SECRET CLAIMS ABSENT 
CONTRARY CONTRACTUAL PROVISION

Aerotek, Inc. v. The Johnson 
Group Staffing Co., 54 Cal. App. 5th 
670 (2020)

The law firm Porter Scott, P.C., 
defended its client, The Johnson 
Group Staffing (TJG), through two 
rounds of litigation against claims 
asserted by TJG’s chief competitor 
Aerotek. In the litigation, Aerotek 
alleged that TJG (whose founder 
came from Aerotek) misappropri-
ated trade secrets by soliciting 
Aerotek’s customers. Aerotek 
lost the underlying cases and was 
ordered to pay prevailing-party 
attorney fees in the amount of 
$735,781 pursuant to Cal. Civ. 
Code § 3426.4. The trial court 
determined that Porter Scott 
(not TJG) was entitled to the fees, 
because “attorney fees awarded 
under section 3426.4 (exceeding 
fees the client already paid) belong 
to the attorneys who labored to 
earn them, absent an enforceable 
agreement to the contrary” 
(relying on Flannery v. Prentice, 
26 Cal. 4th 572 (2001), which 
involved prevailing-party attorney 
fees under the FEHA).

The Court of Appeal followed 
the California Supreme Court’s 
decision in Flannery v. Prentice, 
26 Cal. 4th 572 (2001). After 
considering the statutory text, the 
legislative intent behind the statute, 
and several policy considerations, 
the court “conclude[d] that 
attorney fees awarded pursuant 
to [Government Code] section 
12965 (exceeding fees already 
paid) belong, absent an enforceable 
agreement to the contrary, to the 
attorneys who labored to earn 
them.” Id. at p. 590. “Although [the 
Court of Appeal found] this to be 
a closer case, we interpret section 
3426.4 similarly.” 

The lesson from Aerotek is 
client and counsel should address 
all potential fees issues in their 
engagement agreement, as the 
default is the attorneys are entitled 
to any CUTSA fee award above 
what the client already paid.

ANY AMENDMENT TO EMPLOYMENT 
CONTRACT ON OR AFTER JANUARY 1,  

2017 RENDERS FORUM SELECTION 
CLAUSE VOIDABLE BY EMPLOYEE
Midwest Motor Supply Co. v. 

Superior Court (Finch), 56 Cal. App. 
5th 702 (2020)

Patrick Finch worked as a sale 
supervisor for Midwest Motor 
Supply and was employed in 
2014 pursuant to an employment 
agreement that contained a 
choice-of-law and forum selection 
clause invoking Ohio law and 
venue in Franklin County, Ohio. 
Finch was promoted in 2016 
and received a new compensa-
tion plan; he also received new 
compensation plans in 2017 and 
2018. After Finch sued Midwest 
in California in 2019 for various 
Labor Code violations, Midwest 
filed a motion to dismiss or, alter-
natively, stay the action on the 
basis of the Ohio forum-selection 
clause. The trial court denied 
Midwest’s motion on the ground 
that the modifications to the 
compensation plan in 2017 and 
2018 occurred after January 1, 
2017 (the operative date of Labor 
Code § 925, which generally 
renders out-of-state forum 
selection clauses voidable by a 
California employee). The Court of 
Appeal denied Midwest’s petition 
for writ of mandate, holding that 
a modification to an employment 
agreement on or after January 1, 
2017 triggers section 925 even 
though the modification was to a 
provision other than the forum-
selection clause.

Midwest counsels California 
employers not to include non-
California choice of law and 
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venue provisions in employment 
contracts or amendments after 
January 1, 2017, unless the 
employee is actually represented 
by an attorney during the 
contract negotiations.

ARBITRATOR EXCEEDED AUTHORITY 
IN ENTERING AWARD THAT 

PERMITTED ENFORCEMENT OF 
UNLAWFUL COVENANT NOT TO 

COMPETE IN VIOLATION OF CAL. 
BUS. & PROF. CODE § 16600

Brown v. TGS Management 
Company, Inc., 57 Cal. App. 5th 
303 (2020)

This decision is significant 
for allowing a court to review a 
contractual arbitration award that 
violates California public policy in 
favor of employee mobility and 
against unlawful post-employment 
contractual restraints. The former 
employee overcame the strong 
presumption in favor of arbitration 
finality, including the ability of 
arbitrators to get the facts and/or 
the law wrong.

An arbitrator granted in 
part TGS’s motion for summary 
disposition, leaving only the claims 
for declaratory relief, payment of a 
second deferred bonus, violations 
of section 17200, and violation of 
Labor Code section 1102.5(a). The 
arbitrator later ruled in favor of 
TGS on all of Brown’s claims and 
TGS’s counterclaims.

The lesson from Brown v. 
TGS is that California employers 
should not expect to enforce 
facially unlawful anticompeti-
tive contract provisions, such as 
those at issue here, even through 
use of “binding” and mandatory 
contractual arbitration. 
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